Objective.-The purpose of this study was to verify, using the autobiographical Implicit Association Test (aIAT; Sartori et al., 2008) , whether these patients have maintained an implicit memory trace of the erased autobiographical events, even though they could not remember them at conscious level.
Methods.-Six patients suffering from global amnesia after brain damage were tested. Each patient was administered four aIATs on four different life events that were not remembered at the explicit level.
Results.-Results showed that the aIAT could, in some cases, identify the real event, indicating that the patients' memory traces of events were not completely destroyed. We have shown that aIAT can be used as a method of memorydetection to identify whether the patients have or have not retained an implicit memory trace. Discussion.-To date no study in literature showed the possibility of detecting the presence of implicit autobiographical memories in this patients. The implicit traces preserved could potentially become a starting point to work in memory rehabilitation.
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